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BL／Yaoi and Fujoshi

✤ BL - Yaoi - “Hehe”  
 - Fictional media focusing on erotic, romantic and 
sexual relationship between males  
 - “Hehe” = two “he”(man)

✤ Fujoshi  
 - The female who consume, or even produce, these 
BL/yaoi works 
 - The community mainly based on the internet



Facebook Page
✤  The founders claimed that they 

are not professional Fujoshi

✤  The pictures of Alex and Lester 
in the magazine recalled their 
genes of Fujoshi

✤  Their aim is to brighten up the 
movement.



BL/Yaoi’s works produced by the people



Lyrics translated: 
 
Louie and Lawrence were both good-looking boys

Louie was the popular one, while

Lawrence only loved reading

They were, however, inseparable

alway wearing that those innocent white shirts

This romance began in proximity

yet they did not dare let their guards down

To be as friends, there’s more or less love involved 
But to become brothers, and to love as such, 
Bystanders would certainly not accept them 

 
 
 
If they were to hug, even by accident,

one of them would surely shy away

However enjoyable that might be, they’re afraid to admit

Even if they avoided making eye contact 
Deep down they’d knew love was involved 

Music Video:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zJs49S4YmEA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zJs49S4YmEA


News posted on the Facebook page

t



Function of the BL page towards the social 
movement 

(based on the view of a supporter of the movement) 

✤ Pressure release

✤ To attract more people (who might not really concern 
the issue) to engage   
     - The internet sphere of Fujoshi

✤ Information source



✤To bring joy to people, especially 
for those who like/ appreciate the 
two

✤To sustain the movement in a 
less pressure way

✤To emphasise on the supportive 
image between the two



Fujoshi Interviewees

✤ Fujoshi background:  
 - Since high school  
 - Began with Japanese animations 
 - Explore the new world of Fujoshi and its creation

✤ Why BL but not GL? 
 - To explore more the different sex  
 - To satisfy their “FF” need

✤ Participation in Fujoshi culture  
 - Purchasing BL products  
 



✤ Views on Real gay people 
 - Not too interested, only in unreal relationship  
 - Not pure and perfect for fantasy

✤ Participation in the Umbrella Movement  
- Keyboard fighter 
- Protester 

✤ Views on “Hehe page”  
－Entertainment  
     > 食花⽣生（to shell peanuts） 
－Pressure reducer  
- Information source 



Function of the page towards the BL/ Fujoshi 
culture

✤ More open to the public 
 - Conflict on Facebook

✤ Build up a positive 
image of the culture  
- interesting BL products  
- more emphasise on love 
relationship instead of sex
 



Conclusion 
 

- Bringing the Movement onto the internet  
- Communication between different parties


